
Third Quarter 2017 

Issues-Programs List 

Based upon OTEN TV's involvement in its community and input from community leaders, various organizations 

and managers, OTEN has determined that the following issues are concerns of the community. 

Environment: 

OTEN gave time to encourage viewers to appreciate the beauty of the natural world. OTEN gave time to The 

Trust for Public Land, which is a social movement to protect nature and create parks that will strengthen and revitalize 

our neighborhoods. OTEN gave time to anti littering campaigns. 

Encouraging Children: 

OTEN aired a PSA promoting the USA Swimming Foundation, which has provided swim lessons to one million 

children annually through the Local Partner network. The station gave time to B.A.C.A. which aims to create a safer 

environment for abused children. OTEN also gave time to a PSA encouraging viewers to become foster parents. 

Health: 

The station also aired PSA's by the American Academy of Dermatology that warns of the risk of developing skin 

cancer for both young women and men over the age of fifty. OTEN aired a campaign to highlight diabetes ricks. 

Community Issues: 

OTEN aired a PSA regarding Meals on Wheels. OTEN also gave time to highlight programs they offer for alcohol 

addiction. OTEN also gave time to educate viewers on the WIC office and services they offer. OTEN also gave time to the 

Texas Association of Broadcaster's and the Okay to Say program. The station gave time to assistive technology in the 

workplace and enterprise programs. OTEN aired PSA to bring awareness to Highway and utility workers killed on the job. 

The station gave time to a PSA bringing awareness about insurance companies to drivers. OTEN news ran live reports 

from our Clear the Shelter event that found forever homes for pets. OTEN news ran A live report from Tishomingo, OK 

about the opening of Blake Shelton's new restaurant Ole Red. OTEN news ran a story about shelter pet events. 

Animal Welfare: 

OTEN gave time to a PSA to encourage the public to adopt pets from a local shelter. 

Public Safety: 

OTEN gave time to the Oklahoma Department of Transportation to remind Oklahoma drivers about distracted 

driving. OTEN also gave time for the Texas Department of Transportation reminding viewers about pedestrians' 

crosswalks and drinking and driving. OTEN News ran a live report on flooding in Grayson County. 

Education: 

OTEN gave time to a PSA reminding viewers to call 811 to mark utility lines before digging. OTEN also gave time 

to a PSA about school for the def and supporting Texas public schools. OTEN News ran a news story about elections in 

OK school district. 

Crime: 

OTEN daily news ran a story on a string of burglaries and live reports on a murder. 

Military: 

OTEN daily news ran a story about a local soldier from Byng OK. 

Courts: 

OTEN daily news ran a story about Federal court in Sherman TX 



Third Quarter 2017 

ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 

OTEN-TV 

The following list contains some of the most significant programming treatment of issues of community 

concern addressed by the News Department during the quarter. This list is not intended to be exhaustive. 

Date Program Time/ Issue Description 
Duration 

7/1/2017- PSA 31-:IS's Health: This campaign by the American Academy 
9/27/2017 (log summary American of Dennatology warns of the risk of 

attached) Academy of developing skin cancer for both young 
21-:30's Dermatology women and men over the age of fifty. 
(log summary 
attached) 

8/19/2017- PSA 6-:I0's (log Health: This campaign is meant to grab the attention 
9/24/2017 summary Diabetes of demographics who feel that they do not 

attached) Prevention have time to pay attention to their diabetes 

risk. 

7/1/2017- PSA l 3-:30's (log Environment: The Trust for Public Land is a social 
9/24/2017 summary Trust for Public movement to protect nature and create parks 

attached) Land that will strengthen and revitalize our 
neighborhoods. This PSA aims to inspire the 
viewers to protect parks and nature. 

7/1/2017- PSA 42-:30's (log Environment: This PSA encourages viewers to appreciate 
9/24/2017 summary Appreciating the beauty of the natural world. 

attached) Nature 
(Values.com) 

8/24/2017- PSA 39-:30's (log Environment: This PSA reminds viewers to keep 

9/90/2017 summary Oklahoma-Texas Oklahoma Beautiful by not littering. A PSA

attached) Departments of for not littering in Texas-Don't mess with Texas, 
Transportation keep trash off the road 

7/1/2017- PSA 29-:30's Education: This PSA campaign reminds viewers to call 
9/24/2017 (log summary Agricultural Safety 811 prior to digging to have utility lines 

attached) marked. 

9/13/2017- PSA 6-:30's (log Education: This PSA for Oklahoma School for the Deaf 

9/28/2017 summary School for the and Oklahoma School for the Blind 
attached) Deaf explains how students benefit from 

educational services. 

7/19/2017- PSA 28-:30's (log Education: This PSA from Texas Assoc Broadcasters-
8/13/2017 summary Texas public No Told Enough-This is about standing up 

attached) schools for Texas public schools and supporting 
them-standupfortxpublicschools.orn 

7 /1 /2017- PSA 8-:30's (log Encouraging This PSA campaign by B.A.C.A. aims to 
9/27/2017 summary Children: create a safer environment for abused 

attached) Bikers Against children and empower them to not feel 
Child Abuse afraid of the world in which they live. The 

organization works in conjunction with local 
and state officials who are already in place 
to protect children. 



7/3/2017- PSA 104-:30's (log Encouraging The Foster Care spots encourage 

8/20/2017 summary Children: Oklahomans to become foster parents for 
attached) OAB - Foster Care one of the thousands of children needing 

placement. Encouraging family reunification 

7/1/2017- PSA 21-:30's (log Encouraging This PSA promotes the USA Swimming 

9/24/2017 summary Children: Foundation, which has provided swim 
attached) US Swimming lessons to one million children annually 

Foundation through the Local Partner network. 

9/11/2017- PSA 7-:30's (log Community This PSA shows employers that assistive 

9/29/2017 summary Issues: technology helps qualified jobseekers with 

attached) Assistive disabilities do their jobs. 

Technology 

8/10/2017- PSA 54-:30's (log Community This PSA campaign informs viewers of the 

9/30/2017 summary Issues: WIC program and some of the benefits it 
attached) Department of offers. 

Health WIC 
Program 

7/1/2017- PSA 2-: l0's (log Community This PSA campaign's goal is to have people 

7/8/2017 summary Issue: donate their lunch hour to help deliver meals 
attached) Meals on Wheels to seniors. 
2-:15's (log 
summary 
attached) 
3-:30's (log 
summary 
attached) 

7/3/2017- PSA 40 -:30's (log Community The "Okay to Say" campaign is intended to 

7/30/2017 summary Issue: get Texans talking about the challenges and 
attached) Texas Association successes that they and their loved ones 

of Broadcasters - experience when they seek help for mental 
Okay to Say illness. 

9/12/2017- PSA 7-:30's (log Community The Visual Services' Business Enterprise 

9/30/2017 summary Issue: Program profiles the impact of this 
attached) Enterprise Program employment program on Matt Jones, one of 

about 25 Oklahoma food service businesses 
owners who operates in government 
buildings 

7/19/2017- PSA 74-:30's (log Community This PSA reminds Oklahoma drivers that 

9/30/2017 summary Issue: insurance companies cannot tell them which 
attached) Oklahoma body shop they have to use. 

Insurance 
Department (O1D) 

7/3/2017- PSA 18-: l0's (log Animal Welfare: This PSA showcases the bond that exists 

9/28/2017 summary Shelter Pet between a person and his shelter pet, and 
attached) Adoption encourages potential pet owners to adopt 
29-:IS's (log from shelters and rescue groups. 
summary 
attached) 
20-:30's (log 
summary 



attached) 
7 /19/2017- PSA 35 -:30's (log Community This PSA about Highway and Utility workers 

8/15/2017 summary Issue: being killed on the job in Oklahoma and for 

attached) At the Office drivers to be aware and alert of their 
surroundings 

7/24/2017- PSA 41-:30's (log Public Safety: A PSA about pedestrians using crosswalks and 

8/27/2017 summary Texas Department paying attention 

attached) of Transpertati on 

9/14/2017- PSA 21-:30's (log Public Safety: A PSA about calling a cab or planning ahead 

9/29/2017 summary Texas Department with a designated driver instead of drinking and 

attached) of Transpertation driving-soberrides.org. Also, a PSA not planning 
to drink too much or planning for a sober ride 
ahead of time-soberrides.org 

7/19/2017- PSA 77-:30's (log Public Safety: A PSA that reminds drivers of the dangers 

9/30/2017 summary Oklahoma of distracted driving. 
attached) Department of 

Transpertation 

7.3.17 KTEN :45 Crime There was a string of burglaries at 
News at several power sports shops in Grayson 

5pm and Bryan Counties. Several jet skis 
were stolen. 

8.13.17 KTEN 2:00 Public A live report on flooding in Grayson 
News at Safety/Weather County, TX 
6pm 

8.13.17 KTEN 1 :30 Military A soldier from Byng, OK who is serving 
News at in Afghanistan surprised her young sister 
6pm at her Junior High. 

8.19.17 KTEN 1 :30 Community Live reports from our Clear the Shelter 
News at event that found forever homes for pets. 

5pm 

8.25.17 KTEN 1:30 Crime Live reports on a hotel clerk murdered in 

News at Sherman, TX 

6pm 

9.4.17 KTEN 2:00 Courts/Sports Dallas Cowboy star Eziekel Elliot had a 

News at hearing about his suspension in Federal 

5pm Court in Sherman. 

7.3.17 KTEN :45 Crime There was a string of burglaries at 

News at several power sports shops in Grayson 

5pm and Bryan Counties. Several jet skis were 

stolen. 

8.13.17 KTEN 2:00 Public A live report on flooding in Grayson 

News at Safety /Weather County, TX 

6pm 



9.4.17 KTEN 1:30 Education The Silo, OK school district held a bond 

News at election to build a new school. 

6pm 

9.29.17 KTEN 1:45 Community/Econ A live report from Tishomingo, OK about 

News at omy the opening of Blake Shelton's new 

6pm restaurant Ole Red. We took the 

economic angle on the story. 








































